


Introduction

Hello and welcome to the MedSoc Phase Three Guide!
Congratulations on making it to Phase Three - you’re on the
home stretch! We hope this guide is useful for you in helping to
navigate your final two years of Medicine.

A huge thank you to all contributors and editors of this guide,
particularly to Dayna Duncan for her hard work on helping
create this first version of this guide. We hope that future teams
will continue to revise and enhance this guide every year.

If you have any questions, need any help or have any
suggestions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us or
your Year Reps!

With warmest regards,

Josh Lowinger Angela Xue

MedSoc President 2022 Medsoc VP External 2022
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STRUCTURE OF PHASE 3

Year 5

Semester 1: Med/ Surg/ ED

Course assessments/ Placement/ White Book Activities

Elective organisation

Semester 2: GP/Paeds or Psych/ O&G

Course assessments/ Placement

Biomed Study

Year 6

STP: Elective

Placement +/- NPS Modules +/- Classie modules

Semester 1: GP/Paeds or Psych/ O&G

Course assessments/ Placement

VIVA Study

Semester 2: Selective, Exams, PRINT

VIVA, OSCE & MCQ Study

Portfolio
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ASSESSMENTS IN PHASE 3

Summative Formative

● Course Assessments
○ Learning Plans
○ Case Presentations
○ Other Assessments

● Biomedical Sciences VIVA
● Integrated Clinical Examination

○ OSCE
○ Management VIVA
○ MCQ

● Portfolio Assessment

● Procedural Skills Logbook
○ O&G Skills
○ Path cut-ups
○ Diag lab investigations

● Prescribing Skills Assessment
● QUM Assignment
● Patient Logbook
● Ethics Modules
● PSA Modules
● Adequate Professionalism*
● Attendance at Coursework**

MD Calculation

Assessment WAM Contribution

ILP 15%

Course Grades 20%

Biomed VIVA 15%

ICE
VIVA 30%
MCQ 30%

OSCE 40%

35%

Portfolio 15%

Here’s a WAM Calculator you can use (note this is based on pre-COVID marking)

Course Assessments

Term Summative Weighting Formative

Medicine

Learning Plan 70% QUM Assignment
Logbook
Lab DiagnosticsCase Report 10%

CEXs 20%
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Surgery

Learning Plan 60% Logbook
Pathology Cut-Up

Case Report 20%

CEXs 20%

ED/Selective

Learning Plan 60% Logbook

Case Report 20%

CEXs 20%

Psychiatry

Learning Plan 17%

Observations 8%

Case Discussion 20%

Weekly SAQ 25%

Work Based
Assessments

15%

Management VIVA 15%

Primary Care

Learning Plan 50%

Team Care Assignment 30%

OSCE 20%

Women’s Health

Learning Plan 60%

Literature Review 10%

Clinical Assessments 30%

Paediatrics

Learning Plan 70%
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Case Presentation 20%

CEXs 10%

Assessment Tips

BIOMED
You don’t need to start studying for BioMed until after the mid-year break- this is
enough to get through all the cases 2-3 times. It’s ok to start studying at the
beginning of the year but be aware of burnout. Any later than the mid-year break and
you’ll be cramming, but it’s doable.

ICE
You should start studying for ICE at the start of 6th year- week 1 or 2 after you
get back from Elective and start your new rotation.

● VIVA: There are 450+ past cases depending on how far back you go, so make
sure you start early and pace yourself

● OSCE: This can be studied for more casually in the first half of the year and
really worked on after the mid-year break

● MCQ: This can be studied for a few weeks out (use the MCQ handbook)

PORTFOLIO
Collate evidence gradually throughout the Phase, but don’t submit until your final
term- this will mean you can submit to eMed in an organised manner (e.g. by Grad
Cap) and identify things that you can leave off (markers don’t usually love being
drowned in paperwork) and gaps in your evidence.

● Write your portfolio essay early in your final term
● You can write and memorise your speech and practice answers after ICE

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
● Ethics Modules: You can either do these course by course as you go, smash

them all out over the summer holidays, or cram them in your final rotation
before ICE (Be aware you will be very busy with ICE study at this time)

● NPS Modules: These are most helpful to do in 6th year as they can be
examined in the Pharmacology station of ICE

● Elective Report: This is due at the end of your first rotation of 6th year

Many of these formative assessments as well as some summative assessments will
be included in your Portfolio.

NEGOTIATED CAPABILITIES
The main purpose of Negotiated Assignments is to demonstrate proficiency in a
capability in your portfolio. It is possible to get a P+ in a capability without having
negotiated assignments, but it is a bad look for Self-Directed Learning if you don’t
have any. Some students choose to do one in every course, some choose to only do
2 or 3 over the Phase.

LOGBOOK
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Try to keep some form of logbook (ideally electronic) in every course even if not
required- it will make your portfolio writing a lot easier.

PSA EXAM
You can start doing practice tests for this after Portfolio is finished

● It is open book
● It is formative (you don’t have to pass and your grade doesn’t count toward

your WAM
The exam is a good chance to practice prescribing like you will be next year, and is a
benchmark against other universities in Australia.

MARKING IN PHASE 3
Marking, turnaround, and accuracy/ feedback can all be highly variable in Phase 3.
Sometimes you will put in a lot of work and get an excellent grade, sometimes you
will put in a lot of work and get straight Ps. Don’t be too disheartened, it happens to a
lot of people
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YEAR 5
STP + TP1

Complete Course Assessments
- Learning Plans
- End of course assessments
- CEXs
- Logbook
- QUM assignment (med)

Compulsory

Negotiated capability/ assignment Recommended

Organise elective Recommended

Starting Biomed Study Not recommended

Ethics Moodle Modules for each course Optional

TP2 + TP3 + TP4

Complete Course Assessments
- Learning Plans
- End of course case presentations
- CEXs
- Logbook

Compulsory

Starting Biomed Study Strongly recommended

Ethics Moodle Modules for each course Optional
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Biomed Exam (Dayna Duncan, 2021)
Features of Biomedical Sciences VIVA:

● Four stations, with 8 minutes per station and 4 questions per station
● Occurs 1st to 14th Nov 2021
● Pass mark: You must pass all four stations, and achieve a grade of 50% or

more
● Supplementary exams:

○ If you fail one station, resit just that station within a week
○ If you fail two or more stations, resit whole exam early in 2022
○ If you fail the supplementary, resit whole exam late 2022

Types of Stations:
1. Anatomy: The anatomical basis for diseases
2. Diagnostics: Diagnosing disease
3. Pathology: Pathological basis of disease
4. Pharmacology: Pharmacological management of disease

White Book Lab Tests:
● Organisation: Depends on your clinical site, your clin school admin will let

you know
○ E.g. In Albury they just put it on out timetable during med term, at some

sites you will need to call the lab and arrange the visit on your own for
you and a group of students

○ Someone will show you around the lab, talk you through tests, and sign
off your white book (This is usually a reg)

○ Dependent on the lab, they may not be familiar with biomed
○ Often they will just sign the spaces and leave the tests blank

● Tips: You can save time by picking tests that have are part of other stations,
so you’re not having to remember things twice

○ Use Martin Weber’s online tutorials as a gauge of  what kind of
information they want

○ Remember you only have two minutes
■ That means two minutes worth of detail +/- clinical context or

indications

White Book Path Cutups:
● Organisation: Depends on your clinical site

○ Ideally you will do this in your surg term
○ Ideally you will follow a specimen from theatre to cut  up
○ Realistically it is good to see a number of specimens on each visit, and

you may only get one visit
○ Someone will show you through the cup-up process (usually a reg)
○ Dependent on the lab, they may not be familiar with biomed
○ Often they will just sign the spaces and leave the tests blank

● Tips: Again you can overlap with other potential stations
○ There are some really common specimens you will see a million times
○ Make things easy by picking something memorable and interesting
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○ The RACP website has some great videos
○ Again it is 2 minutes worth of information

Examples of Each Station:
ANATOMY:

DIAGNOSTICS:
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PATHOLOGY:

PHARMACOLOGY:
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Passing Mark

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

70 (P) 90 (P+) 70 (P)

70 (P) 50 (P-) 50 (P-)

30 (F) 30 (F) 50 (P-)

30 (F) 30 (F) 30 (F)

50 55 50

Important Points:
● Study as part of a group

○ Practice out loud
○ Practice structuring responses early on

● Study cases- not general content
● Learn how to approach cases as well as the content for cases
● Use online resources

○ Up to Date
○ BMJ Best practise
○ Speed Pharmacology (Youtube)
○ Armando videos (anat)
○ USMLE guide (mnemonics and memory tricks)

Resources
● Biomed Case Protocols
● Mock Stations
● Faculty Mock Biomed
● Campus Mock Biomed
● Campus Days
● Moodle

○ Smartsparrow tutorials
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YEAR 6
STP: Elective

Classie Ethics Modules Optional

NPS Modules Optional

Logbook Optional

Mini CEX Optional

Elective Assessments
- Supervisor report
- Essay

Compulsory

Relaxing Essential

TP1:

Start studying for Year 6 VIVAs Strongly Recommended

Elective Essay Compulsory

Course Assessments
- Learning Plan
- CEXs
- Logbook
- Other

Compulsory

TP2 + TP3 + TP4: Selective/ Exams/ PRINT

Studying for VIVAs Compulsory

OSCE Study Compulsory

MCQ Study Compulsory

Portfolio Essay Compulsory

NPS Modules Compulsory

Classie Modules Compulsory
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MD Calculation

Assessment WAM Contribution

ILP 15%

Course Grades 20%

Biomed VIVA 15%

ICE
VIVA 30%
MCQ 30%

OSCE 40%

35%

Portfolio 15%

*Note this is subject to change and COVID

YEAR 6 ICE AND PORTFOLIO

Year 6 ICE and MCQ:
● VIVA: 8 x 10 minute stations
● OSCE:9 x 12 minute stations
● MCQ:140 multiple choice questions based on the AMC MCQs
● Portfolio: 1500 word essay + evidence + 30min interview

VIVA Exams:

Surg, Med, ED, Paeds O&G, Psych, GP Clin Pharm

2 x 5min stations
One will be from a bank of
released cases

1 x 10min station Based on the NPS
Modules, similar to a
medicine case

VIVA Tips:
● Start studying from the start of the year (second week back after elective)
● Get in a study group + make a schedule
● Study for VIVAs will be the basis for MCQs and OSCEs
● Practice out loud

Example: 2021 Study Schedule
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OSCEs
● 12 Minute Stations

○ 2 x Stations for Med, Surg
○ 1 x Station for Paeds, O&G, GP, ED, Psych

● May involve history, explanation of a diagnosis or treatment, counselling,
physical exam, real patients, mannequins, or sims

● You decide which examination you’ll be doing, so all stations require a bit of
history

● Suggest Ix, Rx, and may need to interpret Ix
● Summarising may be to the patient or examiner

MCQ
● 20 Questions on each discipline
● 3 hour online exam

○ Start studying 2-3 weeks prior
○ Study based on the AMC MCQ Handbook +

Memorandums
○ The RCS has three copies

PORTFOLIO
Consists of

● Portfolio Evidence (uploaded to emed)
● Portfolio Essay (1500 words on 3 capabilities)
● Interview

○ 7 min speech
○ Questions

Tips
● Gather your evidence throughout the Phase but don’t submit until selective
● Write your essay at the start of selective, and your speech after exams
● Put work in, but go in with the expectation that your marks may not reflect
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your work, the assessment can be highly arbitrary
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ELECTIVES
Organising Electives

● Very self directed
● Start planning early (but don’t panic if you don’t)
● Have backup options

More Information on Electives
● The information is spread across different places

○ UNSW Medicine Program Website
○ Emed
○ Phase 3 Guide

● Compulsory
○ Supervisor Report
○ Reflective essay

● Optional
○ MiniCEXs
○ Logbook/ Diary
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PLACEMENT HACKS
What to Pack
This will change a bit depending on what ward you’re on and what hospital you’re at.
Since Albury is paper-note based there are a few extra things you need

● Notebook & Pen
○ Take a few pens- have a spare one that you lend to your reg or

consultant that is not your favourite!
● Papers (+/- clipboard)

○ Progress Note Paper
○ Imaging ordering forms
○ Path ordering forms
○ Spare obs, fluid balance, IV fluid, and med charts

● Goggles
● Pen torch, stethoscope, tape

○ Having tape at the right time can make you a team hero

● Other term-specific items

Apps and Bookmarks
● eTG

○ For looking up appropriate prescriptions (esp antibiotics)
● UpToDate

○ To read in detail on conditions you’re seeing
● AMH

○ To check drug doses, side effects & interactions
● MD Calc

○ For diagnostic criteria e.g. NIHSS Score for stroke or Duke’s Criteria for
Infective Endocarditis

● Bossnet (Albury)
○ To look

● RCH
○ For paeds, this has all the guidelines you will need

● Any other apps you like and use regularly! (e.g. opioid calculator)

Logbook
You’re required to keep a logbook in most courses but not all of them. It’s a good
idea to keep one in every course anyway- it will come in very handy when writing
your portfolio, you can submit it at the end of each course as evidence, and you can
even use it in the future.

Even through the requirements differ slightly, you can use the same format for all
terms and submit them.
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